
Outpace the competition

with accelerated  

Oracle Cloud migration

Automated solution reduces time, 
cost, and risk of moving from 

Oracle EBS toOracle Cloud ERP
Cloud is now
Just a few short years ago, our Oracle customers were inquiring about cloud SaaS  

applications and if they should make the move. Today, it’s not a question of if, but when.  

The shift to cloud is happening faster than expected and businesses are eager to  

modernize their processes and experience the many benefits.

Comprehensive cloud-migration solution
Capgemini quickly realized the need to accelerate our Oracle customers to the cloud as  

part of their digital transformation initiatives. In order to transition swiftly and  

efficiently, Capgemini built a comprehensive migration accelerator called  

RapidUpgrade2Cloud (RU2C). When using this solution, our customers can produce a  

like-for-like prototype on Oracle Cloud in as little as four months. This enables them to  

outpace the competition, accelerate time-to-market, and innovate faster in today’s  

dynamic technology landscape.



About Capgemini

A global leader in consulting, technology

services and digital transformation, Capgemini

is at the forefront of innovation to address the

entire breadth of clients’ opportunities in the

evolving world of cloud, digital and platforms.

Building on its strong 50-year heritage and deep

industry-specific expertise, Capgemini enables

organizations to realize their business ambitions

through an array of services from strategy to

operations. Capgemini is driven by the conviction

that the business value of technology comes

from and through people. It is a multicultural

company of 200,000 team members in over

40 countries. The Group reported 2018 global
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Learn more about us at

www.capgemini.com

To find out how your organization can get started on the path to  

Oracle Cloud migration, pleasecontact:

RU2C benef i ts

Capgemini’s RU2C solution will help yourorganization:

• Reduce IT  costs and t i m e  t o  value – We can deploy configurations and  

integrations that have been proven effective, which reduces both implementation  

costs and deployment time.

• Improve business per fo rmance – Preconfigured and trusted components deliver  

no-surprise performance andprovide:

– Agili ty: With a modular design, the accelerator can be used as one complete

framework to configure, migrate, reconcile, integrate, and report, or it can be

used a la carte, tailored to the customer’s needs.

– Reliabil ity: 100% accuracy is ensured and validated through use of our Rapid  

Reconciliation on Cloudaccelerator.

– Security: RU2C provides user-level security so the right access to individual  

accelerators and to specific cloud environments is assigned. RU2C also utilizes  

built-in SaaSsecurity elements for configurations, metadata, and data migration,  

so they are securely moved to the cloud.

• CAP E X / O P E X savings – RU2Cis bundled with our services so there is no additional  

fee for its use in cloud implementation projects.

RU2C vs. competi tor solutions
RU2C is one of the most complete Oracle Cloud migration solutions available today.  

The table below provides a comparison to other automated toolsets:
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Component Others RU2C

Assessment – Analyzes on-premises EBS configurations, setups, custom objects,  

database information, modules implemented, applied patches
Yes Yes

Configuration migration – Extraction from on-premises EBS, converts into FSM  

templates and imports to cloud instance
Yes Yes

Data migration – Master and transactional data extraction from on-premises EBS,  

converts into FBDI/HDL templates and imports to cloud instance
Yes Yes

Reconciliation of migrated master and transactional data in tabular and graphical  

format; generated output can be shared with business users in Excel format Yes

Integrations repository – Performs integration without any middleware tool,  

second solution uses prebuilt point-to-point OICS integrations Yes

Reports repository – Pre-configured 100+ one-click plug-in reports available  

as per industry standard and best practices across all named cloud offerings Yes

Extensions – Converts OAF screens to ADF pages (in progress) Yes

Testing – Automated regression testing suite (in progress) which spans across  

all named cloud offerings
Yes

Elevate your business wi th   

Capgemini + Oracle Cloud

To take full advantage of Oracle  

solutions for business transformation  

projects, cloud migrations,and

more, you need a team that knows  

Oracle inside and out. Capgemini  

is a long-standing Oracle Platinum  

Cloud Premier partner and staffed

with a team of Oracle resources that  

provides a combined 40-plus years of  

experience serving Fortune 500 global  

organizations across a wide variety of  

industries. Our global team features  

more than 15,000 Oracle-trained  

resources across 20 countries. We work  

closely with our customers to align our  

service offerings and solutions with their  

overall goals and business strategy to  

provide the outcomes they require.
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